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Introducing a new series of unauthorized biographies on the world's biggest names and rising
stars in entertainment, sports, and pop culture! Complete with quizzes, listicles, trivia, and a full-
color pull-out poster of the star, this is the definitive collection to get the full Scoop! and more on
your favorite celebrities.Is music just the beginning for Chloe x Halle?From their early years as
singing sensations on YouTube to being discovered by Queen Bey, Chloe and Halle Bailey are
on their way to becoming superstar singers.But when the musical duo was cast as on-screen
sisters on the hit show Grown-ish, the real-life sisters took their career to the next level.So what's
next?Get the full Scoop! and more on Chloe and Halle Bailey to find out their next move.
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CHAPTER 1LOW-KEY FAMOUSIf you’re a fan of Chloe x Halle, you gotta know the incredible
story of how they were discovered. (More on that later!) But did you know that long before the
Bailey sisters were signed by Queen Bey, they’d already met her?Here’s the SCOOP! Chloe was
just three years old when she was cast as the child version of Beyoncé’s character in the 2003
film The Fighting Temptations.Seriously? As Chloe says, it’s pretty funny how the universe
works, like she was given a sign early on. It was her first movie audition, and she killed it—five
hundred other little girls went home disappointed.Years passed before the Bailey sisters
connected with Beyoncé again. In the meantime, they logged countless hours singing their
hearts out and winning talent contests. Some people think of Chloe x Halle as overnight
sensations. But they’ve been honing their musical chops since they were seven and five! Even
before they were teens, they were experimenting with harmonies, writing lyrics, singing, and



jamming together in their living room. The girls uploaded their first cover song to their YouTube
channel in 2011, when they were just thirteen and eleven.Do you know what song it was?You’re
right if you guessed it was a Beyoncé song.“Lots of people had told us, oh, maybe you should
sing this person’s song and post it. And then, one day, we were at home and we were like, we’re
kind of bored, let’s just do this, let’s sing this song that we like, ‘Best Thing I Never Had’ by
Beyoncé,” Halle told ABC News.The girls found the instrumental version of the song online and
recorded it in their basement. Their sister Ski (say: SKY) shot the video. Dad didn’t want them to
post it on YouTube, but they won him over. In the first few days, the video got a hundred views.
The sisters were thrilled! But then, a week or so later, it was up to a mind-blowing ten thousand
views! They didn’t know what was happening.You can still catch their version of “Best Thing I
Never Had” on the Chloe x Halle YouTube channel. The girls are adorable, wearing red tank tops
and big smiles as they introduce themselves to the camera. Then they start to sing. Their voices
are more than adorable. They are soulful, powerful, and extraordinary! The sisters, still so young,
already exude cool confidence in front of the camera.Pretty soon, the phone was blowing up.
Chloe says they were shopping in the supermarket when their father got a call inviting them on
The Ellen DeGeneres Show. The girls freaked out right in the middle of the store! Wouldn’t you?
They performed “Best Thing I Never Had” on Ellen, and after that, they were full-fledged
YouTube sensations.Although the girls’ early low-key fame came from covers, they had already
started writing music. Halle admits their earliest songs were embarrassing. But their father gave
them some lessons in the art of songwriting. And he told them they would have more power if
they wrote their own music.“When we were ten and eight years old, our dad sat us down and
taught us basic song structure. He’s always been an amazing writer. He writes the best poems
and the best birthday cards,” Halle said on the radio show Sway’s Universe. He told them to just
write about their feelings.SCOOP! FACT:Mr. Bailey is apparently tone-deaf, but Mrs. Bailey likes
to sing in the shower!Chloe says their parents never pushed them into the music business—but
they were super supportive. “I’m really grateful, because we have really awesome parents,
’cause they saw that passion and fire in our eyes and how we lit up whenever we did music or
entertaining or any type of thing like that,” Chloe told the hosts of The Breakfast Club radio
show.Mr. and Mrs. Bailey recognized something special in their daughters, and they weren’t the
only ones. Over the next couple of years, the sisters would rack up more successes, including
some minor acting roles. And then, in 2012, they won season five of Radio Disney’s The Next
Big Thing!Radio Disney said the girls’ musical talents and relatable personalities won the hearts
of the show’s audience. It’s that winning combination of their soulful vocals and upbeat, likable
personalities that catapulted them into the limelight and kept them there. Their positivity shines
through whether they’re on a stage singing or playing twins in the TV show Grown-ish. Call it the
“it factor.”And there’s something else, too. It’s the something that makes their harmonies so
hauntingly beautiful and their vibe so chill.They’re sisters. The more you learn about Chloe and
Halle, the more you’ll understand the power of their bond. Interviewers often mistake them for
twins, and it’s easy to see why: They have a relationship that’s unique, even for siblings, and their



connection resonates throughout the story of their young lives.

CHAPTER 2FAMILY SECRETSBefore they stylized their names as Chloe x Halle, they were just
Chloe and Halle Bailey of Atlanta, Georgia. The girls lived there with their parents, Courtney and
Doug Bailey; their older sister, Ski; and their younger brother, Branson—one big happy family.
Dad was a stockbroker before he became the girls’ full-time manager. Their mom worked in
human resources.Chloe was born July 1, 1998, under the astrological sign Cancer. Cancer’s
ruling element is water, and Chloe is drawn to water because it makes her feel spiritually
cleansed. People born under this sign tend to be fiercely loyal and family-oriented. Makes sense.
Chloe is totally devoted to her parents and her siblings, especially Halle. She’s the ultimate big
sister!Halle was born March 27, 2000, which makes her an Aries. Her element is fire, and yes,
the girl is on fire! Not to mention, people born under this sign are super creative. Check. Aries
women are also supposed to have an awesome sense of style. Check, check. If you’ve seen any
of Chloe x Halle’s appearances, you know that’s true! (More on that later.)SCOOP! FACTEven
though Chloe was born first, she says her sister sometimes acts like the older one. And she calls
her “an old soul.”The Baileys moved to Los Angeles when the girls were still pretty young to be
closer to the music scene.“The last day we were packing at our house [in Atlanta] we saw this
huge grasshopper on the door. And we’re super into symbolisms, and what the universe is trying
to tell us, and we looked it up and it was like, leap forward, you’re going in the right direction,”
Chloe said on the Sway’s Universe radio show.To move their careers in the right direction, the
sisters were homeschooled starting in seventh and fifth grade. That gave them time to go to
auditions and work on their music. Chloe says that’s when they really got tight.“Before that we
were like, okay, yeah, we’re sisters, but once we realized we were really all we had, we got so, so
close. And I feel like we’re twins, even though we’re not. We’re so in sync,” Chloe said when the
sisters talked about their relationship on Sway’s Universe.Halle says Chloe continues to be her
inspiration. “I look to her as my role model and the person I just always want to be with all the
time, and you know when one is down, we lift the other one up.” Serious sister goals!But, come
on—are they for real? Don’t they ever fight?Once in a while, of course! They say it’s always
about small stuff, like clothes. But they claim they never stay angry with each other for long.And
here’s a shocker: Halle says they are complete opposites! That they balance each other out. It’s
true that Chloe is more bubbly and talkative in interviews—often taking the lead. Maybe that’s
because she’s the oldest. But it’s also because she’s naturally outgoing. Halle tends to be a little
calmer, quieter. She calls herself a homebody. But, surprisingly, when asked who’s more of a
diva, the sisters agree that Halle wears that crown.When Chloe and Halle have time to chill,
they’re into hiking, going to the beach, and vision boarding. The walls of their bedrooms and
home studio are collages of pictures and inspirational words they’ve clipped and collected—all
their aspirational goals for the future.“It’s things that we’d like to speak into existence or for our
life to be like,” Chloe told Vulture. Words like dangerous and heroes have spent time on their
walls.They’re also binge-watchers—intense series like Game of Thrones, The Handmaid’s Tale,



and Black Mirror are in the Bailey queue. They both like to read, too. Chloe’s into self-help books
and thrillers. Halle gravitates toward American literature, particularly poets like Langston
Hughes.Even though they were initially homeschooled, both girls graduated from a traditional
high school. After tenth grade, Chloe got her GED and went to prom with a friend. Halle
graduated in 2018. Did she go to prom? Nope. But don’t feel too sorry for her: It was the
weekend of Coachella, and Chloe x Halle were performing! (Prom or Coachella? Hmm . . .)
That’s a pretty awesome trade-off.Despite their busy schedules, Chloe learned to drive and got
her license in LA. It took a while—she found driving pretty scary and let her learner’s permit
lapse before she finally went for it. (Driving in LA is not for the faint of heart.) She drives a Mini
Cooper that’s blue, her favorite color. No license for Halle yet, but luckily, she has her big sister to
chauffeur her around.On the road or at home, both Chloe and Halle are committed vegans. And
here are the deets: They went vegetarian years ago when their mom wanted to try it. But even
after their mother returned to the carnivore life, the girls never looked back. And a few years ago,
they went full vegan, which they say is easy to do in LA, with so many vegan-friendly restaurants
and fresh produce all year. But don’t think that means they always eat healthy. They love their
snacks and junk food like everybody else. And Chloe says she still loves carbs and is even
known to order in spaghetti from room service.So . . . by now you’re probably wondering about
their love lives.Here’s the SCOOP! According to Chloe and Halle, they really don’t have time for
relationships right now. Hmmm . . . really?They insist they’re working too hard and they’re too
focused to get distracted by dating. Halle says neither of them has had their heart broken yet. So
how do they write songs about things they’ve never been through, songs like “Happy Without
Me”? They use their imaginations. Halle says if they wrote only about what they know, their
songs would all be about working hard!They might not be in love, but they get starstruck like the
rest of us. Halle adores the musician Lenny Kravitz—whom she’s met a few times—especially
because she admires his guitar skills. And Chloe was practically tongue-tied when she met actor/
singer/writer Donald Glover. They were also starstruck when they met Michelle Obama—twice!
She introduced them at the White House Easter Egg Roll and at the South by Southwest festival.
What was that like?“Oh my goodness. You get goose bumps just even saying her name,” Chloe
said during an interview on ABC’s Nightline. “I remember we were backstage, and we were
about to go on, and I was just overwhelmed with happiness, and I was about to break down
crying before we went on while she was introducing us.”Once upon a time, they would have been
tongue-tied in the presence of the queen of music royalty—you know, Beyoncé. But that was a
lifetime ago. Now, Beyoncé is their mentor and friend.Can you even IMAGINE???

ON ONE OF ATLANTA’S MOST INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE: MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.Born in
Atlanta, Georgia, on January 15, 1929, Martin Luther King Jr. was an American activist, minister,
and leader in the civil rights movement from 1955 until his assassination in 1968. He is best
known for advancing civil rights through nonviolence and civil disobedience.On August 28,
1963, King helped lead the March on Washington, at which he delivered his famous seventeen-



minute “I Have a Dream” speech to an estimated 250,000 people.The march was one of the
largest political rallies for human rights in United States history and is credited with helping pass
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Before there was Chloe x Halle, these sisters made big names for themselves—some together,
some separately.
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